
 
November 2018 Project 

Fun With Stencils!  
 

This month’s project will be a combination of crafts! We are going to create our own paper stencils and then we 
will be learning techniques on how to apply our artful images to clay. 
 
Before making our stencils, it seemed important to share how we will be using a stencil first … so we can 
thoughtfully plan how best to use the paper stencils we design.  

…………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Stencils & Clay  
Collin Shadwell & Margaret Ramberg 

 
 

1. Underglaze & Stencils 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C41Wf
G0RcKc   Collins video will share the process 
we can use to create using stencils. 
 

        2. Paper Glaze Stencil Demo (Option 2)  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L0OzpsU8kOc  
…………………………………………. 
Here also is his instruction video to create a slab 
plate: ( 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=revzfMvb3S0 )  

Making Spontaneous Stencils  
by Barbara Dinn 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C1u3VXqNcpg  
We are combining this “non-pottery” video to 
expand our thinking on how other crafts can 
play a role in our clay work. Barbara shows a 
variety of spontaneous stencils designs to get 
us started in personalizing our own clay 
pieces!  

 

 

DIRECTIONS 
  
1.   Watch the video clips!  
 
2. Decide  on the aspects of the video YOU would like to use for your project 
 
3. Share  your progress and concluding explorations with the team! It would be great to see photos and videos of 
YOUR learning journey with this project! 

 …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Love and Blessings to all ~ Enjoy the Clay!     ~ Tam�� Jo ~ 



 

 
 

Participating members MUST post a message in the Facebook Group - Hobby Potter Life Group 
by November 14th to be included in the Nov. 15th drawing! 

How It Works:  

1. Find the online discussion, then in the replay  Post your Name, Mailing City & Country and 
your shipping preference  (example, US only or International Shipping OK). 
 

2. I will randomly draw names and match to your preferences  
on Nov. 15th and will send a messenger message to each exchange pair to share shipping 
address information.  
 

3. Handmake an ornament in your own studio or clay center to be ready to ship.  
 

4. Shipping expenses are the responsibility of the sender; please be considerate of your fellow 
potters and be sure to mail out your ornament by December 1, 2018 

By posting your name online, you are agreeing to participate in our ornament exchange!  

If yo� ha�� an� qu����on�, p�e��� Mes���g�� me ( Tam�� Jo Sc�o�p�� ) 


